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About Lawrence V. Amsel, MD, MPH

Dr. Amsel was a graduate student in mathematics at Columbia before entering Yale School of Medicine. After completing training in psychiatry at Cornell he joined the Columbia faculty, where he completed two NIMH research fellowships and obtained an MPH in biostatistics. Having sought a way to merge his clinical expertise with his analytic mathematics background, he naturally found an intellectual home in the Decision Sciences and Game Theory approach to understanding human motivation and behavior. Since 2000, Dr. Amsel has championed the application of Decision Science and Game theory to psychiatric research. In 2001 he developed the first Game Theory model of suicidal behavior to be presented at a national conference, the Society for Medical Decision Making. In 2003 he organized the first American Psychiatric Association symposium on the topic: Applying Decision Theory and Game Theory to Clinical Psychiatry Research. Elke Weber, Antoine Bechara, Robert Rogers, and Leslie Lenert presented papers at this inaugural event. Over the ensuing years Dr. Amsel has used Decision Theory and Game Theory to develop formal models of OCD and PTSD. He also applied Decision Theory models of behavior change to the challenge of clinical education, by developing theory-driven educational programs to improve the dissemination of clinical skills to community clinicians. Since 9/11, Dr. Amsel has also been working with Trauma Services section of the Anxiety Disorders Clinic at PI, treating survivors of 9/11, and training other clinicians in evidence-based cognitive therapies for PTSD and Complex Grief. Dr. Amsel is Co-Director of the Decision Imaging Group (DIG), a Columbia-wide collaboration of imaging, decision making and neuropsychiatric researchers.

Selected Recent Publications of Dr. Lawrence V. Amsel


Paper(s) for Journal Club
(Please read at least one TMS paper and one Amsel and Mann paper/chapter)


To access the above papers, go to:
http://www.brainstimulation.columbia.edu/journal_club.html

http://www.brainstimulation.columbia.edu/